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(57) ABSTRACT 

A memory channel means transferring data streams betWeen 
different blocks and an internal memory means on a data 

chip, Wherein said memory channel means comprises sev 
eral memory channels. Each channel has source and desti 
nation data stream interfaces, Wherein each interface is 
connectable to different blocks, and a ?exible address gen 
erator generating source and destination addresses for the 
internal memory means, Wherein the order of the data being 
transferred is changed. 
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FLEXIBLE MEMORY CHANNEL 

PRIORITY CLAIMED 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of priority to 
Swedish Application No. 9804529-7, ?led on Dec. 23, 1998, 
entitled, Flexible Memory Channel, Which is incorporated 
by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates generally to memory 
channel means, and more particularly to memory channel 
means comprising several memory channels transferring 
data streams betWeen different blocks and an internal 
memory means on a data chip. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Prior Art 

[0005] General purpose and special purpose chips com 
prise many different blocks such as a CPU, control circuits, 
I/O-ports, memory units, registers etc., exchanging data, 
usually by means of an internal bus. A bus is a set of 
connectors designed to transfer data either unidirectionally 
or bidirectionally. Some buses are dedicated buses, i.e. buses 
having a unique source and destination. Thus, if n blocks 
have to be interconnected by buses in all possible Ways, 
n(n—1) dedicated buses are required. Generally, bus drivers 
and logic circuits are required to control the buses. These 
designs involve considerable costs, and therefore buses 
Which can connect one of several sources to one of several 

destinations are used. HoWever, this design With feWer buses 
requires more complex logic circuits and bus controllers. 

[0006] Traditional buses are classi?ed as CPU-memory 
buses or I/O buses. I/O buses may be lengthy and intercon 
nect many types of devices, having a Wide range in the data 
bandWidth of the devices. On the other hand CPU-memory 
buses are short, high speed buses and designed to maximiZe 
CPU-memory bandWidth. Also single buses for both 
memory and I/O devices are available. 

[0007] DCAMTM-101 from LSI Logic Corporation is a 
special purpose chip for digital still cameras. It contains 
different functions needed to previeW, capture, compress, 
?lter, store, transfer and display digital images. Conse 
quently, the DCAMTM-101 chip comprises several blocks 
and units, such as a CPU, memory units, different I/O 
interfaces, and control blocks etc., all of Which exchange 
data through a traditional internal bus. 

[0008] Such a traditional bus enables only passive trans 
mission of data betWeen different blocks on the chip, ie the 
data is not manipulated in any Way during the transfer. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The main object of the present invention is to 
provide an improved memory channel means in order to 
move data streams betWeen different blocks on a chip and 
simultaneously manipulate the data being transferred. 

[0010] Another object of the invention is to change the 
order of the data Within the data streams. 

[0011] A further object of the invention is to provide an 
improved memory channel means, Which reduces the 
required memory capacity on the chip. 
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[0012] Still another object of the invention is to obtain 
regular addressing schemes. 

[0013] An additional object of the invention is to provide 
memory channels and address generators operating in par 
allel and accessing the memory independent of each other. 

[0014] These and other objects, features and advantages of 
the invention are accomplished by a ?exible memory chan 
nel means according to the invention, comprising several 
memory channels, each channel having source and destina 
tion data stream interfaces, Wherein each interface is con 
nectable to different blocks, and a ?exible address generator 
generating source and destination addresses for the internal 
memory, and Will be apparent from the folloWing detailed 
description in conjunction With the draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0015] In order to explain the invention in more detail and 
the advantages and features of the invention references in 
the folloWing detailed description of the preferred embodi 
ment are made to the accompanying draWings, in Which 

[0016] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a special purpose chip 
comprising a ?exible memory channel means according to 
the invention, 

[0017] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 
memory channel means in FIG. 1 in further detail, 

[0018] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a ?rst embodiment 
of a memory channel according to the invention, 

[0019] FIG. 3B is a block diagram of a second embodi 
ment of a memory channel according to the invention, 

[0020] FIG. 4A is a block diagram of a ?rst embodiment 
of an address generator according to the invention, 

[0021] FIG. 4B is a block diagram of a second embodi 
ment of an address generator according to the invention, 

[0022] FIG. 5 is a table illustrating the method of address 
generation by the second embodiment of the address gen 
erator according to the invention, and 

[0023] FIG. 6 is a table illustrating possible connections 
betWeen data sources and destinations on the special purpose 
chip in FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0024] The present invention is a ?exible memory channel 
means, transferring data streams betWeen different blocks 
and an internal memory means on preferably a special 
purpose chip such as a chip for a digital imaging system. 
host, but is stored in the RAM 1 via the destination data 
stream interface of the fourth memory channel MC4 for later 
retrieval. 

[0025] Some image operations require external memory 
support. Overloading of still images, such as putting a clock 
on the image, implies external memory accesses, Wherein 
data are read from the external memory via an external RAM 
interface 11 and stored in the RAM 1 via for example the 
destination data stream interface of the second memory 
channel MC2. The overload operation is performed by a 
blitter 12. Image data are read from the RAM I via the source 
data stream interface of either of the second and the third 
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memory channels MC2 and MC3, and the data are manipu 
lated by the blitter 12 and stored back in the RAM 1 via the 
destination data stream interface of the ?rst and fourth 
memory channels MCI and MC4. 

[0026] In order to control the memory channel means 2, 
the RAM 1 and the other blocks on the chip, an on chip CPU 
13, is provided. 

[0027] Additional memory units or RAMs 14 are provided 
for support of some of the blocks in order to make them 
operate properly and a general I/O interface 15 is also 
provided for the communication betWeen the chip and other 
external I/O devices. 

[0028] As mentioned above, access to the internal RAM 1 
is made through the memory channel means 2 according to 
the invention, comprising siX memory channels in the 
embodiment. Each memory channel has at least tWo data 
stream interfaces—a source and a destination—and an asso 

ciated address generator. The ?rst, second and third memory 
channels MC1, MC2, and MC3 are provided With advanced 
address generators, While the fourth, ?fth and siXth memory 
channels MC4, MC5, and MC6 are provided With simple 
address generators. An embodiment of the memory channels 
MC4-MC6 provided With a simple address generator 16, an 
address decoder 17, and a data channel 18 is illustrated in 
FIG. 3A, and an embodiment of the memory channels 
MC1-MC3 provided With an advanced address generator 19, 
an address decoder 20, and a data channel 21 is illustrated 
in FIG. 3B. Additionally, each memory channel comprises 
control means, softWare and/or hardware for a suitable 
operation. This is, hoWever, obvious for the man skilled in 
the art. 

[0029] The simple address generator generates consecu 
tive source and destination addresses, While the advanced 
address generator provides more complicated address 
schemes. 

[0030] All address generators of the same kind—simple or 
advanced—have the same set of registers MCX_Yyyy, 
Wherein MCX is the Memory Channel X (X: 1-3 for advanced 
and 4-6 for simple generators) and YYYy is the kind of 
register. 

[0031] In the preferred embodiment of the invention the 
folloWing registers are available in the advanced address 
generator 19 and the simple address generator 16, respec 
tively, also shoWn in FIGS. 4A and 4B. Additionally, an 
address calculator 22 is provided in the simple address 
generator 16 and an address calculator 23 is provided in the 
advanced address generator 19. Further, it is obvious for the 
man skilled in the art that each address generator comprises 
control means, softWare and/or hardWare for a suitable 
operation. 

Advanced address registers (1-3) 

MCXiCNTI Word counter (number of Words to be transferred) 
MCXiPTRI address pointer (current address) 
MCXiSTROI stride value 0 
MCXiCTRLI control register 

bit 0 — source/destination control 
1 — destination 

0 — source 
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-continued 

bit 1 — minor stride enable 

bit 2 — major stride enable 
bit 3 — mega stride enable 

MCXfCNTlI minor count (number of consecutive accesses) 
MCXfSTRlI minor stride (added to the address pointer MCXiPTR 

every minor count access) 
MCXiCNTZI major count (number of consecutive minor cycles) 
MCXiSTRZI major stride (added to the address pointer MCXiPTR 

after major count minor cycles) 
MCXfCNTf? mega count (number of consecutive major cycles) 
MCXfSTRf? mega stride (added to the address pointer MCXiPTR 

after mega count major cycles) 
MCXiSEL source/destination selection 
Simple address registers (4-6) 

MCXiCNTI Word counter (number of Words to be transferred) 
MCXiPTRI address pointer (current address) 
MCXiCTRLI control register 

bit 0 — source/destination control 

1 — destination 

0 — source 

MCXiSEL source/destination selection 

[0032] Thus, three different stride registers MCX_STR1, 
MCX_STR2 and MCX_STR3 can be loaded With stride 
values. The values are used by the address calculator 23 in 
the address generator 19 in order to provide the neXt address 
depending on the state of the stride unit. The state is 
controlled by three different stride counters, counting each 
time the address is updated and the subsequent loWer stride 
counter is Zero. When the counter is Zero the counter is 
reloaded With a pre-storedstart value. This is repeated until 
the transmission is completed, Which is controlled by the 
current memory channel MC1-MC6. All registers are loaded 
in a particular order. 

[0033] The folloWing order is preferred: 

[0034] 1. Load a stride 0 register MCX_STRO 

[0035] 2. Load a stride setting register MCX_CTRL 

[0036] 3. Load all (used) counter and stride registers 
MCX_CNTl, MCX_STRll, MCX_CNT2, MCX_ 
STR2, MCX_CNT3, and MCX_STR3. 

[0037] 4. Load a destination pointer register 
MCX_PTR. 

[0038] 5. Start the data transfer With the MCX_CNT 
register. 

[0039] When a value is Written in the MCX-PTR register 
all stride counters are reloaded to an initial state. Further, 
When the MCX_CNT register is Written a ?rst stride update 
is pre-calculated in order to be ready When the memory 
channel starts the data transfer. This pre-calculation is per 
formed, because the updated signal is received When the ?rst 
address already is used. The update signal is generated by 
the memory channel When the channel has Written the ?rst 
transferred Word in the RAM 1. 

[0040] After a complicated data transfer involving an 
advanced address generator 19 and the stride registers 
MCX_STR1-3 and When the channel is ready more Words 
can be transferred by Writing in the MCX_CNT again. In this 
case the internal state for all the stride registers is preserved 
and the transfer continues. The state is restored if MCX_PTR 
is Written before MCX_CNT is Written. 
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[0041] The Word counter MCX_CNT of the memory chan 
nel counts the number of received Words from the source— 
block or memory—and not the number of transferred Words. 
Since the memory channel has a FIFO means, comprising a 
tWo step queue in the embodiment the counter value of the 
MCX_CNT does not give a reliable indication of a com 
pleted transfer. Therefore, the memory channel means 2 is 
provided With a memory channel status register MC_STA 
TUS of 6 bits, Wherein each bit is associated With a 
particular memory channel, e.g. bit 0 is associated With the 
?rst memory channel MC1. The bit is set if the transfer has 
been completed, or has not been initiated, and the bit is not 
set if a transfer is in progress. 

[0042] As mentioned above, access to the RAM 1 is 
performed by means of the memory channel means 2 and its 
memory channels having source and destination data stream 
interfaces, respectively, and its address generators. 

[0043] The simple address generator is capable of gener 
ating consecutive addresses. In order to initiate a data 
transfer betWeen one of the blocks 3-15 and the RAM 1 on 
the chip, a transfer only requiring a simple address genera 
tion, a start address is generated and Written in the 
MCX_PTR register and a start value is Written in the Word 
counter MCX_CNT. The data transfer progresses on a Word 
by Word basis in the embodiment. When the transfer is 
complete the associated bit in the memory channel status 
register MC-STATUS is set. 

[0044] In case of more complicated address schemes a 
memory channel provided With an advanced address gen 
erator (1-3) is used. The advanced address generator com 
prises counter means, Wherein each counter means is asso 
ciated With a stored stride value. The ?rst counter means 
including the ?rst counter register MCx_CNT1 is decre 
mented for every Word transferred until it reaches Zero, 
Wherein a corresponding stride value stored in the ?rst stride 
register MCx_STR1 is added to the current address in the 
address register MCX_PTR. A stride state means generates 
control signals for the counter registers. The ?rst counter 
register MCx_CNT1 is reloaded With a predetermined value. 
At least one other counter is decremented every time its 
previous counter means reaches Zero, Wherein its associated 
stride value is added to the current address in the address 
register MCx_PTR and the consecutive counter means is 
reloaded With a predetermined value. In the preferred 
embodiment of the invention tWo additional counters MCx_ 
CNT2 and MCx_CNT3 are provided, as described above. 
Hence, When MCx_CNT1 becomes Zero the second counter 
MCx_CNT2 is decremented. The MCx_CNT3 is decre 
mented When the second counter becomes Zero. If no one of 

the counters MCx_CNT1, MCx_CNT2 or MCx_CNT3 is 
Zero a stride value stored in another stride register MCx 
STRO is added to the current address in the address register 
MCx-PTR. 

[0045] The address generator receives an update signal 
from the memory channel one cycle after the address is used, 
hence, the address is generated one cycle in advance. 

[0046] A feW examples of address generations by means 
of an advanced address generator provided With stride 
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registers are shoWn in a table 1 in FIG. 5 and possible 
connections betWeen data sources and destinations are illus 
trated by examples in a table 2 in FIG. 6. 

[0047] Each memory channel MC1-MC6 operates in tWo 
different modes, source and destination. In a memory chan 
nel operating in the destination mode data is received from 
a block and transferred to the RAM 1. For each Word 
transferred an update signal is generated in the memory 
channel and is sent to the address generator. A transfer 
counter in each memory channel counts the number of 
Words read from the block connected to the particular 
channel into a FIFO queue means in the memory channel. As 
long as data is present in the FIFO the memory channel 
requests for a memory cycle and the address generator 
generates the next address. When a memory cycle is avail 
able for the memory channel a signal is received from a 
memory controller. 

[0048] In source mode the transfer counter counts the 
number of Words read from the current memory channel into 
the FIFO. As long as data is present in the FIFO it is 
transferred to the connected block With a data rate suitable 
for the block. 

[0049] Although the invention has been described by Way 
of a speci?c embodiment thereof it should be apparent that 
the present invention provides a ?exible memory channel 
that fully satis?es the aims and advantages set forth above, 
and alternatives, modi?cations and variations are apparent to 
those skilled in the art. 

1. A memory channel means, transferring data streams 
betWeen different blocks and an internal memory means on 
a data chip, characteriZed in that said memory channel 
means comprises several memory channels, each channel 
having source and destination data stream interfaces, each 
interface being connectable to different blocks, and a ?exible 
address generator generating source and destination 
addresses for the internal memory means, causing a changed 
order of the data being transferred. 

2. A memory channel means according to claim 1, char 
acteriZed by an address generator generating consecutive 
source and destination addresses. 

3. A memory channel means according to claim 1 or 2, 
characteriZed by an address generator, comprising counter 
means, Wherein each counter means is associated With a 
stored stride value, a ?rst counter means Which is decre 
mented for each Word transferred until it reaches Zero, 
adding means adding said corresponding stride value to said 
current address, and reloading means reloading said ?rst 
counter means With a predetermined value. 

4. A memory channel according to claim 3, characteriZed 
by an address generator, comprising at least another counter 
means Which is decremented every time its previous counter 
means reaches Zero, at least another adding means adding an 
associated stride value to said current address, and at least 
another reloading means reloading said another counter 
means With a predetermined value. 


